
Wander into the heart of Acorn Wood and meet the animals who live there. Help Fox to find his missing socks, join Bear as he posts letters to his friends, help tired Rabbit go to sleep and play hide-and-seek with Pig and her friends. Join in the fun in this sticker activity book, based on the four bestselling preschool books in the Tales from Acorn Wood series by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo. Publisher: Macmillan Children's Books ISBN 13: 9781529023626. Author: Julia Donaldson, Axel Scheffler ISBN 10: 1529023629. Title: Tales from Acorn Wood Sticker Book Item Condition: New. Edition: New Edit/Cover - Reissue with new cover List Price: -. Read full description. See details and exclusions - Tales from Acorn Wood Sticker Book, Donaldson, Scheffler 9781529023626 New.. See all 17 brand new listings. Qty 1 Tales from Acorn Wood Sticker Book New Paperback Book 1 -Tales from Acorn Wood Sticker Book New Paperback Book. £7.44. Free postage. SPONSORED. This is an excellent sticker book for all ages. My son loves it. He doesn't care so much about the pictures in the book, but the stickers are colourful and fun. As an additional positive, the stickers are paper-based, un laminated, so the risk of choking, unlike in other sticker-based products, is greatly reduced. I love this and am just sad that the many, many stickers that are included have now been used up (stuck in myriad places around the house). I may just have to buy another one, and I'd consider it money well spent. Julia Donaldson, Axel Scheffler. Packed with games, activities and over four hundred stickers, Tales from Acorn Wood Sticker Book is a great gift for any child - ideal for journeys, rainy days and holidays. Wander into the heart of Acorn Wood and meet the animals who live there. Help Fox to find his missing socks, join Bear as he posts letters to his friends, help tired Rabbit go to sleep and play hide-and-seek with Pig and her friends. Join in the fun in this sticker activity book, based on the four bestselling preschool books in the Tales from Acorn Wood series by Julia Donaldson and Axel Sc